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OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The Mode S Beacon System is a combined secondary surveillance radar
(beacon) and ground-air-ground data link system capable of providing the
aircraft surveillance and communications necessary to support ATC automtion
in the dense traffic environments expected in the future. It is capable of
comon-channel fnteroperation with the current ATC beacon system*, and thus
may be implemented at low user cost over an extended ATCRBS-tO-MOde S
transition period. In supporting ATC autOmatiOn, MOde S will prOvide the
accurate surveillance needed to support automated decision inking, and the
reliable communications needed to support data link services. In order to
meet these requirements at en rO=te facilities, MOde S sensOrs WY OPerate
with back-to-back beacon antennas to provide twice the beacon data rate
available from a standard antenna. When operating in conjunction with a
terminal or enroute digitizer-equipped, ATC surveillance radar, a Mode S
sensor will use the radar returns either to reinforce beacon tracks, or in
cases of absence Or failure of a transponder, to provide tracked radar
targets.
A central Mode S design requirement was assurance that the system could
be implemented in an evolutionary manner. BY the time deplOment Of MOde S
begins, approximately 1986, there will be On the order of 200,000 aircraft
equipped with ATCRBS transponders, and approximately 5oo grOund-based
interrogators. Mode S is designed to Operate in this environment, and in a waY
that will permit the gradual transition to an all-MOde S OperatiOn.
The capability for such a transition haa been achieved by providing a
high degree of compatibility between Mode S and ATCRBS. Mode S uses the same
interrogation and reply frequencies aa ATCRBS, and the signal fOrmats have
been chosen to permit substantial commonality in hardware. This degree Of
compatibility permits an economic and smOOth transition, in which (a) MOde S
interrogators will provide surveillance of ATCRBS-equipped aircraft, and (b)
Mode S transponders will reply to ATCRBS interrogators.
Thus Mode S equipment, both On tbe grOund and in aircraft> can be
introduced gradually and continue to interOperate with existing sYstema during
an extended transition phase.
THE MODE S CONCEPT
The fundamental difference between MOde S and ATCRBS (Ref. 1) iS the
manner Of addressing aircraft, or selecting which aircraft will respond tO an
interrogation.
In ATCRBS, the selection is spatial, i.e, aircraft within the
mainbeam of the interrogator respond. As the beam aweepa around, all anglea
are interrogated, and all aircraft within line-Of-sight Of the antenna
respond. In Mode S, each aircraft is aasigned a ‘nique address code.

*The Mr

Traffic Control Wdar

Beacon System (ATCRBS).

1

Selection of which aircraft is to respond tO an interrOgatiOn is accomplished
by including the aircraft’s address cOde in the interrogation. Each such
interrogation is thus directed to a particular aircraft. NarrOw-beam antennas
will continue to be used, ht primarily for minimizing interference between
sites and as an aid in the determination of aircraft azimuth.
m

TWO nmjor advantages accrue from the use of discrete address for
First, an interrogator is now able to litit its interrogation
surveillance.
to only those targets for which it has surveillance re6p0nsibility, rather
than to continuously interrogate all targets within line-of-sight. This
prevents surveillance system saturation caused by all transponders reapOnding
to all interrogators within line-Of-sight. SecOndly, appropriate timing Of
Interrogations ensures that the responses from aircraft do not Overlap,
eliminating the mtual interference which results frOm the overlapping Of
~ePlies from closely spaced aircraft (so-called synchrOnOus garble).
In addition to the improved surveillance capability, the use Of the
discrete address in interrogations and repliee permits the inclusion of
messages to or from a particular aircraft, thereby providing the basis fOr a
ground-air and air-ground digital data link.
MODE S ELEMRNTS
AS illustrated in Fig. 1-1, the Mode S system is comprised Of the sensOrs>
t=an~p~nders, and the signals-in-space which form the link between them.
Mode S provides surveillance and ground-air-ground communication service to
air traffic control facilities including en route (ARTCC) and terminal (T~CON
and TRACAB ).
The Mode S link employs signal for~ts used for ATCRBS, and adds tO these
the signal waveforms and message formats necessary to acquire Mode S-equipped
aircraft, and for discretely-addressed surveillance and data link
interrogations and replies. The principal characteristics Of the MOde S signals
are as follows:
Interrogation Frequency:
Modulation:
Data Wte:

1030 MBz
Differential Phase-Shift Keying (DPSK)
4 Mbps

Frequency:
Modulation:
Data Wte:

1090 MRz
pulse Position (PPM)
1 Mbps

~-

Interrogation and Reply Data block: 56-bit Or 112-bit
parity code: 24-bit (included in data blOck)
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Fig. 1-1.

Mode S System Elements
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A more complete sumary
Chapter 2.

of the Mode S signal formata is contained in

The Mode S sensor provides surveillance of ATCRBS- and Mode S-equipped
aircraft, and operates as a store and forward communication relay for data link
communication between aircraft and ATC facilities. In addition, the sensor
accepts digitized radar target reports from a collocated radar and cOmbines
these with the beacon reports into a composite surveillance Output stream. when
beacon and radar reports occur on the same target, the radar report is
suppressed and the beacon report tagged as radar-reinforced. Wdar-only output
reports are provided on targets that are not beaco~l equipped.
TO discretely interrogate Mode S-equipped aircraft, the sensOr Daintains a
file of the identity and approximate position of all such aircraft within its
defined area of coverage.
Each sensor’s operation is controlled by a prestored map defining its
coverage volume, which WY be different in normal operation and in the event
Of various system failures, e.E. , the failure of an adjacent senaOr.
In a netted configuration, each sensOr ~Y cO~unicate directly with
adjacent sensors via ground lines to hand off targets as they pass from the
region of one sensor’s coverage to that of an adjacent sensor. In addition, in
regions of overlapping coverage, this intersensor communication my be used to
aaaiat in the reacquisition of a lost target.
In general, each sensor can provide surveillance and cOmunicatiOn
services to several ATC facilities, i.e. , all those whose areas Of cOntrOl
responsibility overlap the coverage area Of the sensor. The interface between
the sensor and each control facility comprises a one-way circuit for the
transmission of surveillance data, both radar and beacOn, and a twO-waY
circuit for the interchange of data link messages. The latter is also used to
tranamit varioua status and control messages between the sensor and the ATC
facility.
The Mode S transponder includes all of the functions of an ATCRBS
transponder, and adds to these the ability to decode MOde S interrOgatiOns and
to formt and transmit the appropriate replies. FOr data link, the transpOnde$
functions primarily as a modem. On receipt of a ground-to-air transmission, it
verifies the correctness of the received message using the error-detecting
code. tice verified, the transponder transfers the message contents to one Or
more external devices. For air-to-ground messages, the transponder accePts the
message contents from an external input device, and fOrmats and encOdea the
data for transmission as part of the reply to a subsequent interrogation.

~
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MODE S SURVEILLANCE
The principal features of Mode S surveillance are as follows:
.

.

Unique address
All-call acquisition
All-call lockout
Range-ordered ro1l-call interrogation
Adaptive reinterrogation
Monopulse direction-finding
Positive handoff
Multisensory coverage
Each Mode S-equipped aircraft has a permanently assigned unique 24-bit
address. This 24-bit address will be included in all discretely-addressed
interrogations to that aircraft, and in all Mode S replies frOm that
aircraft.
The Mode S sensor range-orders interrogations to Mode S-equipped aircraft
in such a way that the replies do not overlap. The use of wnopulse direction
finding on the reply permits the sensor tO provide surveillance of
Mode S-equipped aircraft, generally within a single interrogation/rePIY cYcle
per rotation (scan) of the interrogator antenna. If a reply to the
interrogation is not received, Or is received but nOt successfully decOded>
the interrogator has the capability of reinterrogating (several times if
necessary) the aircraft during the time the aircraft iS in the antenna beam.
In order to be discretely interrogated, an aircraft must be on the
sensor’s roll-call file, i.e. , the sensO~ ~st knOw its address and
approximate position. TO acquire targets not yet on any sensor’s roll-call
file each sensor transmits all-call interrogations. A Mode S-equipped aircraft
will respond to such an interrogation with its unique address, and be added tO
the sensor’s roll-call file.
Once on the sensor’s roll-call file, the Mode S-equipped aircraft my be
locked out from replying to aubaequent Mode S all-call interrogations. This
lockout condition is under positive control of the Mode S sensor and is
transmitted to the Mode S transponder as part of the Mode S discrete
Interrogation. The use of Mode S lock-out eliminates unnecessary all-call
replies and therefore minimizes interference (Particularly all-call
synchronous garble) on the air-to-ground channel.
While Mode S lock-out can minimize synchronous garble on acquis ition, it
cannot eliminate it completely nor is it effective in the case where a Mode S
sensor resumes operation after a period of inactivity and must therefore
acquire many Mode S aircraft simultaneously. These latter casea are handled
by a feature called ‘“thestochastic acquisition node”. In this mode, the
Mode S sensor interrogates garbling aircraft with a special all-call
interrogation that instructs them to reply with a specified less-than-unity
reply probability. The resulting reduced reply rate means that some all-call

replies will be received ungarbled
Once an aircraft ia acquired it ia
with the all-call replies from the
ia repeated until all aircraft are

and these aircraft will thus be acquired.
locked out and hence no longer interferes
rewining unacquired aircraft. The process
acquired.

The use of Mode S lockout to minimize interference on all-call replies
means that provision mst be made to hand off the Mode S address to an
adjacent site in areas of wltisensor
coverage. In a non-netted
confi~ration, Mode S aircraft are handed off to an adjacent sensor using one
of the following techniques.
Site Addressed
Lockout. The Mode S transponder can be selectively and
independently locked out to special all-call interrogations originating
from up to 15 different sensor sites. Adjacent aitea using different site
addresa nmbers are completely unaffected by the other sites’ lockout
activity and hence can perform acquisition and lockout in a completely
autonomous wnner.
Cooperative Unlocking. This technique requires that each site selectively
unlock aircraft at surveillance boundaries in order to allow them to be
acquired by the adjacent sensor’s normal all-call interrogations.
Lockout Override. A special all-call interrogation can be used that
instructs tbe Mode S transponder to ignore any previous lockout
instructions. The resulting all-call garble is handled by the stochastic
acquisition mode. mile offering reduced performance compared to the
other alternatives, the approach provides a means for sensors with
overlapping coverage to operate with no site-to-site coordination. Hence
it WY be useful for operation acrosa national boundaries or for mobile
military interrogators.
Provision has also been made for direct sensor-to-sensor transmiaaion of
t be aircraft’a address and position where Mode S sensors with overlapping

coverage have ground-to-ground comunicationa

links.

If for any reaaon an aircraft ceaaes to receive discretely-addressed
interrogations for a period of approximately 16 seconds (corresponding to a
few interrogator scans) , any existing lockout will lapse so that the aircraft
may be reacquired by normal Mode S acquisition.
In regions of airspace visible to more than one Mode S sensor, each
Mode S target will generally be simultaneously on the roll-call af at least
two sensors to provide continuity of surveillance and data link service in the
event of a link OK sensor failure.

6
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ATCRBS SURVEILL~CE
The Mode S sensor provides surveillance of ATCRBS aircraft with quality
better than that of presently operating equipment. This is important because
of the high density of ATCRBS-equipped aircraft that will be experienced
during the early years of the ATCRBS-tO-MOde S transition.
.

.

The principal characteristics of ATCRBS surveillance provided by a Mode S
sensor are:
Reduced interrogation rate,
MOnOpulse direction finding,
Improved reply degarbling,
False target identification.
Tbe use of monopulse direction finding on ATCRBS replies permits
operation at a reduced ATCRBS interrogation rate, nominally four
interrogations in the 3-dB antenna beamwidth. This reduction in ATCRBS
interrogation rate causes an imediate and significant reduction in the ATCRBS
interference environment at tbe time when an ATCRBS sensor is replaced by a
Mode S sensor.
Improved reply processing is used to minimize the effects of winbeam and
side lobe interference. A major element of this is the use of pulse-by-pulse
monopulse data to help decode overlapping replies.
A mjor current problem in ATCRBS is the appearance of false targets due
to reflection from large objects such as buildings, or hillsides. The Mode S
sensor is programed to identify and flag such false targets using both target
reply parameters (e.g., MOde-A code) and the pre-stOred geOmetrY Of PrinciPal
reflecting surfaces.
In side-by-side experimental measurements comparing the performance of
the ATCRBS mode of a Mode S sensor with currently operational ATCRBS
equipment, it has been shon that the new system provides improvements in
range and azimuth accuracies of about 5:1, as well as significant improvement
in target report reliability (Ref. 2).
MODE S DATA LI~
Mode S provides both ground-to-air and air-to-ground data link
capability. Air-to-ground measagea WY be either pilot-initiated, e.g. , a
request for a clearance change or for weather information, or
graund-initiated, e.g. , to read Out OnbOard instrumentation.

v
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The critical nature of mny of tbe messages to be carried by Mode S
reauires a high
-- degree of message integrity; it must be knOwn bOth at the
transponder and at the sensor that a message has been received correctly
before the transaction can be considered complete. The required message
integrity is ensured by providing for error detection, and technical
acknowledgement.

Error-detecting codes are used on both interrogations and replies to
essentially eliminate the acceptance of a message containing an error. men
the presence of an (uncorrectable) error is detected, the whole transmission
ia rejected. Technical acknowledgment of the correct receipt of an uplink
message ia achieved by the receipt of a correct reply at the proper time.
Technical acknowledgement for a dowlink meaaage is provided by an
acknowled~ent
included in a subsequent interrogation. If an error had been
detected, no acknowledgment would be received and the message would be
repeated.
The three min

claases of messages accommodated by Mode S are:

Surveillance data,
Standard message,
Extended-length message.
Surveillance Data
Surveillance data my be included in each normal Mode S interrogation and
reply (with the exception of the special extended length message and all-call
In an interrogation, this nay include a comand to lockout the
for~ts).
transponder to all-call interrogations.
Normally, in a reply this includes an
altitude report identical to the ATCRBS Mode-C report. However, either the
ground or the pilot my initiate the inclusion of the ATCRBS Mode A code in
place of the altitude report, e.g. , tO indicate an emergencY cOnditiOn.
Standard Message
Moat ~de S data link transmissions will be handled as one 56-bit
standard message included aa part of a 112-bit interrogation or reply. These
transmissions include surveillance data in addition to the data link message,
and thus will generally be used in place of, rather than in addition to, a
surveillance interrogation and/or reply.
In order to prevent interference between Mode S replies from different
aircraft, the control field of each interrogation specifies the length of the
associated reply. Thus when a long reply is needed the interrogator knows in
advance and schedules the proper time the reply should be received and allows,
enough time to receive the long replies. men an aircraft-initiated
air-to-ground data link message is tO be sent, a bit iS set in the cOntrQl
field of a reply that requests the interrogator to schedule a long reply in
response to a subsequent interrogation. Tbe long reply, containing the data
link message, is then transmitted when directed by the interrogator.

*The sensor can correct certain types of error occurring in replies. Since the
transponder has no error-correction capability, an interrOgatiOQ is OnlY
accepted when it is free of error.
8

Extended Length Message
Each standard message must be acknowledged before the transmission of the
next one. In order to provide for the more efficient transrrrissionof longer
messages, an extended-length message (ELM) capability is incorporated. Using
this, a sequence of up to sixteen 80-bit message se~ents (within 112-bit
transmissions) can be transmitted, either ground-to-air or air-to-ground, and
acknowledged with a single reply or interrogation. This acknowledoent
indicates which, if any, of the message seoents were nOt received (Or
received in error) , so that only those need be retransmitted.

.

Extended-length messages do not contain surveillance data and thus cannot
substitute fOr a surveillance interrogation and/or reply. AS in the caae Of
the air-to-ground standard message, the transponder ~st request Permission ‘0
transmit an air-to-ground ELM, and then does so under interrogator control.
Multisite Operation
The data link protocol for the standard ground-to-air message operates
correctly in areas of overlapping sensor coverage without any requirements for
site-to-site coordination. This permits the autonomous delivery of
The other pro.tocOls,
time-critical tactical messagea under any circumstance.
e.g. , the air-to-ground standard and the extended length messagea, require
that only one sensor at a time exercise these protocols for a particular
aircraft in order to avoid message loss or error.
SURVEILLANCE MANAGEMENT
Mode S limits its surveillance to aircraft of interest, i.e. , to those
within a defined coverage volume. This contrasts with ATCRBS in which all
aircraft within line-of-sight are interrogated. Control of the Mode S sensor’s
surveillance and communications functions ia based upon a prestored mp which
defines the action of the sensor for the regions of airapace within its
visibility.

For an isolated sensor (one for which there are no other Mode S sensors
with contiguous or overlapping coverage), the surveillance ~nagement
functions are quite simple. They consist of defining the regions of airapace
in which:

,

.

(a)
the sensor provides surveillance and data-link service, and
(b) the sensor locks out Mode S-equipped aircraft from responding
to all-call interrogations.

I

~ Mode s sensors are deployed, mltiple coverage will exist at higher
altitudes. Mode S includes a network mnagement function to control the
operation of the Mode S sensors in this environment. Non-netted sensOrs will
coordinate their surveillance activities using one of the techniques
previously described. Data link coordination is effected through the use of
multisite coordination features incorporated in the Mode S transponder.
Netted sensors will co~unicate directly with each other, both to hand off
aircraft as they cross surveillance boundaries, and to assist one another in
maintaining continuity of surveillance and data link service.
As in the isolated sensor case, the basis for network mnagement
is a mp
prestored at each sensor which defines its responsibilities for aircraft in
each region of airspace. Not only does this map define the actiOns Of the
sensor itself, it also designates which adjacent sensors provide cOverage Of
the same region of airspace and defines the locatiOn Of cOverage boundaries.
Non-netted sensors use the mp to determine when to use the transponder
multisite coordination features for domlink or ELM transactions as well as to
detemine when to initiate periodic Mode S unlocking to enable acquisition by
an adjacent sensor. Netted sensors refer to this map to determine which
adjacent sensor can give it assistance in wintaining
track On a given target ●
and when a sensor should initiate a handoff of the aircraft to another sensor.
Multiple sensor coverage is exploited in Mode S to assure a continuity Of
both surveillance and data link service. mere such multiple coverage is
available, an aircraft is always mintained
simultaneously On rO1l-call by at
least two sensors, thereby providing instantaneous backup in the event Of the
failure of one sensorlaircraft link. If for some reason a netted sensOr 10ses
contact with an aircraft, it calls on the adjacent tracking sensor for
assistance in reacquiring the aircraft.
In order to preclude possible ambiguities which can occur when two
sensors simultaneously have an aircraft on their roll, a single sensor is
normslly designated primary in each region of airspace. me special functions
which are the responsibility of the primary sensor are:
(a) readout of air-to-ground data-link messages,
(b) lockout to Mode S all-calls,
(c) ELM transactions.
The determination of which Mode S sensor is to act as primary for a
particular aircraft is ~de by the air traffic cOntrOl facilitY which has
control responsibility for the aircraft. This is done to ensure that air
initiated data link messages are read out by the sensor connected to the
controlling ATC facility. For uncontrolled aircraft, the MOde S sensOrs ~ke
the assignment themselves, based on coverage mp infOr~tiOn.

.
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MODE s /ATc INTERFACE

.

.

The Mode S /ATC interface is particularly simple in the case of an isolated
Mode S sensor interacting with a single control facility, e.g. , a sensor at an
airport interconnected only with the local TRACON. In this situation the
sensor provides surveillance data to the TRACON, and operates as a relay point
for data link messages between aircraft and ATC.
In general, however, each sensor is capable of providing surveillance and
communication service for more than one facility, and in turn each control
facility my receive data from more than one sensor. This capability of
greater connectivity permits control facilities to take advantage of mltiple
coverage to wintain surveillance and data link service in the event of an
equipment or link failure at a particular sensor. Surveillance boundaries
between adjacent sensors are determined primrily by coverage geometry; these
will not be the same as the control boundaries between adjacent ATC facilities,
which are determined by air traffic flow patterns.
In general, a control facility will use the data from only one sensor to
maintain its track on a particular aircraft. For an en route facility, data on
the same aircraft my be available from another sensor as an instantaneous
backup. Typically the data from the sensor designated as primary would be used,
as presumably this sensor would have best coverage in a particular region of
airspace. The control facility may use any sensor which has an aircraft in its
track file for the transmission of standard ground-to-air data link messages to
that aircraft.

OTHER INTERFACES
The Mode S sensor will interface with other external devices and
facilities. These include:
Data Link. In general, the data link processors will use the Mode S sensor
as a communications modem and will therefore use a communications
interface, similar to those employed by the ATC facilities. Such
processors will communicate with Mode S sensors via the National Airspace
Data Interchange Network (NADIN).

.

.

MTD/SW
. Digitized radar data will be input to the Mode S sensor via a
special input port designated for this purpose. Provision is mde to
interface with either the Moving Target Detector (MTD) or the Sensor
Receiver and Processor (SRAP).
Military Air Defense Command. A special configuration of the back-to-back
Mode S sensor will operate at joint use sites. This configuration will
include interfaces to military equipment to permit the coordination of
beacon surveillance and secure IFF modes of operation. A special
surveillance output interface is included to provide the military ATC
facility with data in the proper formt.
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SYSTEM PERFOWCE

SUMMARY

Surveillance Capacity
Si~-azimuth
Si~-range
Data update interval

Data Link Capacity

250, 400 or 700 aircraft per sensor
- 0.06 deg. , *0.033° bias
- 50 feet, i 150 feet bias
4 seconds (terminal sensor beacon data)
5 seconds (enroute sensor with
back-to-back antenna)
10 seconds (enrOute sensOr PrimarY
radar data)
All identified ATC mssages
require a few percent of available
capacity.

Delivery Reliability

> 0.99 in 4 seconds for short tactical
messages

Undetected error rate

< 10-7

System Reliability Multiple coverage.
Automatic monitoring and network reconfiguration.
Automatic switching to standby sensor channel withOut 10SS Of database
in case of failure.
Remote maintenance monitor.
The available interrogation time is sufficient to permit a sensor to
maintain discrete-address surveillance of more than 1000 aircraft. This iS
considerably in excess of the mximum expected aircraft load.
The achievable range measurement accuracy is dominated primarily by
transponder turn-around time uncertainty.

.

CRAPTER 2
THE MODE S LINR
SIGNW

WAVEFORNS

,

There are five signal types used by Mode S for surveillance of ATCRBS- and
Mode S-equipped aircraft, and data link communication with Mode S-equipped
aircraft. These are:
(a)

The ATCRBS/Mode S all-call interrogation, used for surveillance
of ATCRBS-equipped aircraft and acquisition of Mode S-equipped
aircraft not already on a sensor’s roll-call.

(b)

The ATCRBS-only all-call interrogation, used for surveillance of
ATCRBS equipped aircraft in conjunction with the Mode S-only all-call.
It does not elicit a response from Mode S-equipped aircraft.

(c)

The ATCRBS reply, used by ATCRBS transponders in replying to
ATCRBS and ATCRBS/Mode S all-call interrogations and by Mode S
transponders in replying to ATCRBS interrogators.

(d)

The Mode S interrogation, used for roll-call surveillance and
data-link communication to Mode S-equipped airc~af t. It is also used
for the Mode S-only all-call interrogation forwt needed for the
stochastic acquisition mode, site addressed acquisition and lockout
override functions.

(e)

The Mode S reply, used by Mode S transponders in response to Mode S
interrogations, ATCRBS/Mode S all-call interrOgatiOns and
Mode S-only all-call interrogations.

To mximize hardware compatibility between Mode S and ATCRBS, Mode S
interrogations and replies use the same frequencies as are used for ATCRBS
interrogations and replies, i.e. , 1030 and 1090 MHz, respectively.
The characteristics of these signal types are smarized
in the following
paragraphs, together with the most comon Mode S data block formats. A more
detailed description of the Mode S interrogations and replies is presented in
the Mode S National Standard (Ref. 3).
ATCRBS/Mode S and ATCRBS-Only All-Call InterrOgatiOns
.

The ATCRBS/Mode S and ATCRBS-only all-call interrogations are similar to
the corresponding ATCRBS interrogations as defined in the United States National
Standard for ATCRBS (Ref. 4) but with an additional pulse P4 fOllOwing p3

.
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(Fig. 2-1). A P4 pulsewidth of 1.6 Psec defines the ATcRBs/MOde s all-call
interrogation, while a P4 pulse width of 0.8 Psec defines the ATCRBS-only
all-call interrogation.
k ATCRBS transponder is unaffected by the presence of the P4 pulse. It will
respond with a norml ATCRBS reply. A Mode S transponder will recognize the
interrogation as a Mode S all-call or ATCRBS-only all-call and transmit a Mode S
reply containing its discrete address to the former (if it is not in a lockout
state) and not respond to the latter.
As in ATCRBS, Mode S interrogator sidelobe suppression (SLS or ISLS) is
accomplished by the transmission of a control pulse pZ On an SLS cOntrOl Pattern
(usually omni-directional in azimuth). If this pulse is received by either an
ATCRBS or Mode S transponder at an amplitude exceeding that Of the pl Pulse Of
the interrogation, the transponder will not reply.
ATCRBS Reply
The ATCRBS reply signal characteristics are as defined in the United
States National Standard for ATCRBS. The signal format is depicted in Fig. 2-2.
Mode S Interrogation
The Mode S interrogation is formed by three pulses, P1, pZ and p6 as
illustrated in Fig. 2-3.
P,,]ses –1
P, and P,
form the preamble and are spaced 2 us apart. An ATCRBS
4
transponder that receives this interrogation will interpret the pair as an
ATCRBS sidelobe suppression comand and will remain in suppression (35 t 10 Usec)
during the remainder of the Mode S interrogation. Without such suppression, the
subsequent Mode S p6 pulse wOuld, with high probability, trigger the ATCRBS
transponder, causing a spurious reply.
The p6 pulse of the MOde s inte~~OgatiOn iS either 16.25 Or 30.25 us 10ng
and contains the data in the form of DPSK (Differential Phase Shift KeyinQ)
.
modulation at a 4 Mbps rate. A phase reversal of the rf carrier at the
beginning of a bit interval represents a binary one while the absence of
reversal denotes a binary zero.
The 4 ~ps rate permits transmission of 112-bit messages within the
minimum available ATCRBS suppression interval. DPSK provides superior
interference imunity, increased fade margin, and greater multipath i~unitY
than pulse amplitude modulation (Pm). These advantages are realized at a
smll increment in transponder cost.
Transmit sidelobe suppression is accomplished by the transmission of a
control pulse (P5) On an SLS cOntrOl Pattern. If the cOntrO1 pulse amplitude
received by the transponder exceeds the amplitude of the interrogation, the sync
phase reversal will be obscured and the interrogation will be rejected. The P~
pulse must be used with the Mode S-only all-call interrogation to prevent
unwanted replies from aircraft in the sidelobes. With discrete address
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interrogations, transmit SLS is not required to prevent sidelobe replies, as in
general, an aircraft will be interrogated only when in the minbeam of the
interrogator antenna. However, transmit SLS on discretely-addressed
interrogations minimizes the probability of an aircraft erroneously accepting an
interrogation directed to another aircraft; most such interrogations will be
received through an interrogator antenna sidelobe, and thus will be rejected by
the transponder without decoding.
Mode S Reply Waveform
A Mode S reply consists of a preamble and a data block containing 56 or 112
pulses. The signal format is depicted in Fig. 2-4.
The preamble consists of a series of four 0.5 PS pulses. The data block
begins 8.0 us after the leading edge of the first preamble Pulse. Binary data
are transmitted at a 1 Mbps data rate using pulse position modulation (PPM) as
follows : in the 1.0 us interval corresponding tO each data bit, a 0.5 us
pulse is transmitted in the first half of the interval if the data bit is a 1,
and in the second half of the interval if the data bit is a O.
Transponder cost considerations limited the choice of reply signal formts
to ones that could be generated by the proven, low-cost, pulsed-cavity
oscillator transmitters currently used in ATCRBS transponders. Within that
constraint, the reply format has been designed tO achieve reliable
air-to-ground operation in the presence of hea~ ATCRBS interference.
The four-pulse preamble is designed to be easily distinguished from
ATCRBS replies. It can be reliably recognized and used as a source of reply
timing in the presence of one overlapping ATCRBS reply, while at the same time
resulting in a low rate of false alarms arising from multiple ATCRBS replies.
The choice of PPM for the data modulation permits reliable bit detection
in the presence of ATCRBS interference. In addition, PPM results ir,a constant
number of pulses in each reply, assuring sufficient energy for an accurate
monopulse estimate.
Operation at 1 Mbps, in combination with the use of the 24-bit parity check
coding described below, further enhances domlink reliability by permitting the
correction of any error pattern which can result from a single ATCRBS reply
interfering with the desired Mode S reply.

MODE S SIGNAL CONTENT
The information transmitted in .MOde S interrOgatiOns and reP1ies ‘s
contained in data blocks that can carry either 56 or 112 bits of information.
The interrogation data block is formed by the sequence of (DPSK) phase reversals
within p6, while the rePIY data blOck is represented by the pulse position
modulation of the Mode S reply waveform.
Information within each data block is encoded in fields, each field
existing for a dedicated purpose. All data blocks contain at least two
essential fields, the format descriptor and the address/parity field. The
18
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5-bit formt descriptor is transmitted at the beginning of each data block while
the addreaa/parity field is transmitted at the end. For different purposes and
missions of the Mode S system, 2S different formats can be used; 8 are PresentlY
defined. Formt information ia sumarized in Figs. 2-5 and 2-6 as well aa in
Table 2-1. For details see the Mode S National Standard.
The 24-bit address/parity field containa the aircraft’s 24-bit unique
addreas code overlayed on (sumed bit-by-bit modulo 2 with) 24 parity check bits
generated on the preceding part of the transmission, as illustrated in
Fig. 2-7.
An error occurring an~here in the reception of an interrogation or a reply
will modify the decoded address. On the uplink, the transponder will not accept
the message and will not reply, as the interrogation does not appear tO be
addressed to it. h the domlink, the interrogator will recognize that an error
has occurred, since the reply does not contain the expected addreas. Because the
interrogator knows the addreas of the transponder replying to a discrete
interrogation, the interrogator can perform a limited amount of
error-correction. The code parameters have been selected to permit the
correction of mny error patterns which span no more than 24 bits. In
particular, moat bursts of errors caused by interference from a
simultaneously-received ATCRBS reply can be corrected.
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TABLE 2-1
MODE S FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

Code
AA
AC
AP
AQ
CA
DF
DI
DR
FS
ID
11
KE
MA
MB
MC
MD
Mu
w
NC
ND
Pc
PI
PR
RC
RI
RL
RR
SD
UF
UM

Domlink

Field Name
Address knounced
Altitude Code
Address/Parity
Acquisition
Capability
Dowlink Format
Data Identification
Dowlink Request
Flight Status
Identification
Interrogator Identification
Control, ELM
Message, Corn-A
Message, Corn-B
Mes sage, Corn-C
Message, Corn-D
Message, Up link
Message, Domlink
Number, C-segment
Number, &segment
Protocol
Parity /Interr. Identifier
Probability of Reply
Reply Control
Reply Information
Reply Length
Reply Request
Special Designator
Uplink Format
Utility Message

D
D
U/D
U
D
D
U
D
D
D
U
D
U
D
U
D
U
D
U
D
U
D
U
U
D
U
U
U
U
D

(D)/Uplink (U) Meaning

aircraft identification in Ml-Call reply
equivalent to aircraft Mode-C code
error detection field
part of TCAS protocol
aircraft report of system capability
dowlink descriptor
describes content of SD field
aircraft requests pemission to send data
aircraf t‘s situation report
equivalent to ATCRBS identity nmber
site nmber for multisite features
part of Extended Length Wssage protocol
message to aircraft
message from aircraft
long message se~ent to aircraft
long message se~ent from aircraft
TCAS message to aircraft
TCAS message from aircraft
part of ELM protocol
part of ELM protocol
operating comands for the transponder
reports source of interrogation
used in stochastic acquisition mode
part of ELM protocol
aircraft status information for TCAS
comands TCAS reply length
comnds
details of reply
control codes to transponder
format descriptor
protocol message
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THE MODE S SENSOR

.

The Mode S sensor performs surveillance of Mode S- and ATCRBS-equipped
aircraft within its assigned area of coverage, and acts as a cowunication
relay for data-link messages between Mode S-equipped aircraft and air traffic
control facilities. In addition, the sensor accepts digital target reports
from a collocated radar, and merges these into a comon surveillance output
stream, correlating the radar and beacOn repOrts when bOth exist On the same
target.
The sensor interfaces with the airborne transponders via the RF link, and
(when netted) with adjacent sensors and ATC facilities via lo-baud-rate
digital communication circuits.
The functional architecture of the sensor is illustrated in Fig. 3-1.
Most sensor functions are conveniently categorized according to the time scale
on which they operate, as follows:
(a) Those that involve the generation and processing of signals, and
therefore operate on a microsecond time scale; e.g. :
modulator/transmitter
multichannel receiver
Mode S and ATCRBS reply processors
(b) Those that involve channel transactions, and operate at a
millisecond time scale, cO~ensurate with the dwell time Of the
interrogator antenna on a target; e.g. : channel unagement and
ATCRBS reply correlation
(c) Those that are paced by the antenna scan time, and therefore operate
on a time scale the order of a second; e.g. :
surveillance processing
data link processing
network management
performance monitoring
Two additional functional elements, which do not fall into the above categories, are the antenna system and the clOck.
The remainder of this chapter describes each of these functions in turn,
and their mjor interactions. Because of its central importance to overall
sensor operation, channel mnagement is considered first, followed by those
functions responsible for the generation and processing of channel signals,
and finally those involved in surveillance and data link message distribution
and multisensory network coordination.
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CRANNEL MANAGEMENT
Channel mnagement
regulates all activity on the RF channel through
control of the modulator/transmitter and the ATCRBS and Mode S reply proceaaors.
Ita principal function ia the scheduling of ATCRBS and Mode S interrogations.
When configured for back-to-back antenna operation, channel mnagement
separately schedules interrogations for each antenna face, and controls
switching between the faces.
To provide surveillance of both ATCRBS-and Mode S-equipped aircraft with
minimal mtual interference, the RF channel is time-ebred between the ATCRBS
(and Mode S all-call) modes, and the roll-call mode aa illustrated in Fig. 3-2.
ATCRBS and All-Call Scheduling
ATCRBS interrogations are scheduled at the beginning of an ATCRBS period
as determined by a site adaptation input that defines the sensor time line. To
reduce the incidence of fruit and second-time-around target reports, these
interrogations can be pseudo-randomly jittered from the notinal interrogation
time.
In any Of the above modes, a range Of ATCRBS interrOgatiOn rates can be
accommodated. In order to provide a mximum of channel time for roll-call
activity, the sensor has been designed fOr a nOminal ATCRBS rate ‘f two
interrogations per mode, e.g. , A,C,A,C per beam dwell.
Following each ATCRBS interrogation, the sensor processes ATCRBS replies
for an interval corresponding to the wximum desired coverage range at the
current antenna azimuth. When the desired coverage range is short, initiation of
the subsequent Mode S interval my be delayed tO allow replies frOm 10nger-range
ATCRBS targets to “ring out” so that they do not interfere with roll-call
replies in the following roll-call interval.
In order to conserve channel time, Mode S all-call acquisition is als”
performed during the ATCRBS listening period. Replies from unacquired Mode S
and ATCRBS aircraft my be elicited one of two ways:
(a)

Through use of

(b)

By using a Mode S-only all-call interrogation followed by an
ATCRBS-only all-call interrogation.

the

ATcRBs/MOde

s all-call interrogation.

The latter approach mst be used with the site addressed acquisition,
stochastic acquisition, and lockout override functions.
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Mode S Roll-Call Scheduling
Scheduling of Mode S roll call interrogations and replies occurs under the
following principal ground rules:
(a) Mode S interrogations are addressed only to aircraft within the
antenna beam.
(b) Channel time is allocated to each Mode S interrogation and reply
based upon a prediction of aircraft range.
(c) Mode S surveillance and data link procedures my require more
than one interrogation to each aircraft. Therefore, the sensor is
able to reinterrogate an aircraft while it remains in the beam.
The sensor mintains an active target list, comprising those Mode S aircraft
that are within the antenna beam, and wkes repeated passes through this list,
scheduling discretely-addressed Mode S interrogations and replies on a
nonconflicting basis. A single aircraft my appear on one or more of the
resulting schedules of interrogations and replies, S0 that multiPle surveillance
and communication tasks can be accomplished. In the case of a failure to receive
a reply, the capability for repeated scheduling of interrogations tO an aircraft
provides a high overall surveillance/ comnication
reliability.
The principal elements of Mode S roll-call scheduling are illustrated in
Fig. 3-3. The intervals of time devoted to Mode S roll-call activity are called
Mode S periods. During a Mode S period, one or more roll-call schedules are
produced. A schedule is a set of interrogation and rePly times that allOws the
sensor to carry out one transaction per aircraft tO some Or all Of the aircraft
on the active target list. The interrogations are timed so that nonoverlapping
blocks of channel time are assigned to each individual interrogation and reply.
If insufficient time is available to schedule all aircraft on the list, the time
ia allocated to aircraft according to a preassigned transaction priority.
RO1l-C~ll
scheduling begins with the first (lOngeSt range) aircraft On the
list, scheduling an interrogation at the assigned start time Of the schedule;
next, the expected reply arrival time is computed and a suitable listening
period provided. Subsequent aircraft are scheduled by placing their rePIY
listening periods in sequence and computing the corresponding interrogation
times. A m
is completed when the next interrogation, if so scheduled, would
overlap the first reply. This interrogation is deferred to start a new cycle.

Several types of transactions must be efficiently combined in forming a
Mode S schedule. Since the aircraft on the active target list are in varioua
stages of completion, with respect tO MOde S activity, each One iS likely tO be
represented on a given schedule by a different kind Of transaction.
Figure 3-4(a) illustrates a typical cycle cOmprised of long and shOrt
interrogations, coupled with long and short replies.
The CYCleS sho~ in Figs. 3-4(b) and 3-4(c) illustrate the inCluSiOn of
domlink and uplink ELM transactions.
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Channel Wnagement

Organization

The five subfunctions which comprise channel mnagement are (a) channel
control, (b) transaction preparation, (c) target list update, (d) roll-call
scheduling, and (e) transaction update.
The data flow between these subfunctions, and their interfaces with other
sensor functions, are illustrated in Fig. 3-5.
receives inputs from surveillance proInterfaces: Channel mnagement
cessing, data-link processing, and network mnagement. Surveillance processing
provides channel mnagement with the predicted pOsitiOn (azimuth and range) Of
Mode S aircraft. Data link processing provides organized lists of pending uplink
messages for each Mode S aircraft. Network wnagement controls the track state
to define the kinds of service, both surveillance and communication, to be
afforded each aircraft.
Channel mnagement has control over the modulator/transmitter unit and the
Mode S and ATCRBS reply processors. Channel mnagement communicates with these
units by generating interrogation and reply cOntrOl cO~nds
and by receiving
Mode S reply data blocks. Nhen an aircraft leaves the beam, a recOrd Of channel
activity and dowlink message content is passed on to the surveillance
processing, data link processing, and network ~nagement functiOna.
Channel Control: Channel control monitors the system real-time clock and
the antenna pointing direction, seeing to it that all ATCRBS and Mode S
activities take place at the proper time and in the proper sequence. The other
four channel mnagement subfunctions are periodically activated by channel
control. In addition, channel control regulates the flOw Of cOntrOl cO~ands tO
the modulator/transmitter and to the reply prOcessOrs, and it directs the
transfer of Mode S reply data blocks from the Mode S reply processor to channel
mnagement.
In the back-to-back configurat ion, comands to the modulat Or/
transmitter include an antenna face designation.
Transaction Preparation: At regular intervals, channel control directs
transaction preparation to provide a list Of aircraft abOut tO enter the beam.
For the back-to-back configuration, there are twO such lists, cOrrespOnding tO
the two beams. Transaction preparation consults the surveillance file which
contains predicted positiOn, the pending uplink message data P1aced ‘here by
data link processing, and control infor~tiOn generated by netwOrk ~nagement.
If uplink mssages and/or domlink message requests are pending fOr an aircraft
entering the beam, transaction preparation will determine the nmber and type of
transaction required to accomplish these tasks.
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Transaction preparation creates a list of data blocks, one for each new
aircraft, containing a complete specification of the required set Of
transactions needed to accomplish all pending surveillance and communication
tasks .
Target List Update: An active target list is updated regularly by the
target list update subfunction. The entries on this list are the data blocks
which have been formulated by the transaction preparation subfunction. Data
blocke on new targets, supplied by transaction preparation, are merged intO the
list, while old targets, either leaving the beam or completely serviced, are
removed.
In order to facilitate the computation of a non-conflicting schedule of
interrogations and replies, an active target list iS arranged in Order Of
decreasing target range. This ordering is wintained each time the list iS
modified. In the back-to-back configuration, two active target lists are
maintained.
Roll-call Scheduling: As directed by channel control, roll-call scheduling
operates on the contents of an active target list to produce Mode S schedules
according to the procedures described earlier. If insufficient time remains for
a complete schedule (i.e., one transaction per aircraft On the active target
list) then the available time is allocated based on transaction priority as
follows :
Level 1 - Interrogations for surveillance, ATCRBS ID, and high PriOritY
Com-A/Com-B
messages.
Level 2 - High priority uplink ELM’s
Level 3 - Additional (low priority) Com-A/Com-B
messages.
Level 4 - Uplink ELM’s
Level 5 - Domlink ELM’s.
The outputs of roll-call scheduling are Mode S interrogation control blocks
specifying interrogation time, power level, and data-blOck cOnteats, and reply
control blocks specifying expected reply time and address.
Transaction Update: If a target enters the beam with several transactions
to be carried out, these transactions will normally take place on successive
schedules. The transaction update function examines each reply and, if the
transaction W~S successful, modifies the target’s data blOck so that the next
pending transaction will be carried out in the subsequent schedule. If the
transaction was unsuccessful, it will be repeated in the next schedule, and the
next pending transaction delayed to a later schedule. Finally, transaction
update indicates the completion of targets for which no further transactions are
pending.

CLO~
Each Mode S seasor is equipped with a “time-of-day’. clock that pemits
precisely-timed coordination of activities at different sensors. Site–to-site
synchro,~ization of —+ 2,5 milliseconds is required for utilization of ~lti-site
surveillance data.
System time is contiguously
and ATCRES reply processors, and
clock provides timing references
interrogation waveforms, and the

available to the modulator/transmitter, hde S
channel wnagement.
In addition, the sensor
for the generation of both Mode S and ATCRBS
demodulation of replies.

MODULATOR/ TWSMITTER
The modulator/ trzrfismitter(Fig. 3-b) accePts digital cOntrOl inPuts ‘rem
channel mnagement and generates the requisiteRF interrogation signals. For
each interrogation to be transmitted, the cOntrOl inpg,!s specify the mOde; the
transmission time (with 1/16 us resoltition).,..
and, for a Mode” S interr.~gation,
the contents of the data block pr.iotto encoding. The..
modulator generates the
sequence of parity check ””bitsand combines them ”with the specified discrete
address.
Mode S interrogations mybe
transmitted at low or high power (nominally
100 OF 800 watts respect ively)..l~ndercontrol of ekannel wnagement.
ATCRBS”
transmit power issite-adaptable
with nominal values of 300 watts for a terminal
sensor and “800 watts for an. enroute sensor.
An auxiliary transmitter is required for the generation of the SLS..control pulses, since .t.heMode S SLS”P“UISS (P5) iS transmitted simulte~Q~sl$ with
the Mode S interrogation.
ANTENNA SYSTEM
The Mode S sensor employs a rotating fan-beam antenna having two patterns,
a sum (Z) pattern and a difference (A) pattern (Fig. 3-7(a)). The interrogation is transmitted, and the reply received, on the sum pattern; the rePIY
is also received on the difference pattern, and the ratio of the amplitudes of
the signals received on the difference and sum patterns (Fig. 3-7(b)) iS used
tO estimate the off-boresight angle Of the target, i.e. , the angular difference between the target position and the antenna pointing angle.
In addition to the sum and difference patterns, the antenna system includes an SLS control pattern. This pattern is used for the transmission of
the p2 and P5 sidelobe suppression pulses. It is also used on receive, where
comparison of the amplitudes of the same signal received on the sw pattern
and the control pattern permits rejection of signals received via a sidelobe
of the sum pattern.
TO perform its functiOn, the gain Of the SLS cOntrOl Pattern ‘Xceeds ‘hat
of the sum pattern in all directions except those corresponding to the main
beam of the sum pattern, i.e. , it shOuld “cOver”’ the sidelObes Of the sum
pattern.
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Historiully
a separate antenna has been used to generate the SLS control
pattern which haa nearly constant gain aa a function of azimuth, i.e. , ia
onmidirectional in azimuth; the control pattern is thus referred to as the
omi (Q) pattern. However, other control pattern characteristics are employed
such as that associated with an SLS antenna designed as an “integral.’ part of
the sm and difference antenna. Generally this approach employs an auxillary
control pattern radiator in the reamard direction to ensure adequate coverage
of the aw backlobes.
Antenna Configuration
The Mode S antenna system my either stand alone, mounted on its om
pedestal, or it my share a pedestal with a radar sensor. The latter will be
the case when a Mode S and radar are collocated.
When sharing a pedestal with a radar antenna, tbe Mode S antenna employs a
completely separate radiating structure, mounted, for example, above the radar
antenna. On slowly rotating radar antennas (long-range air route surveillance
radars which rotate at 5 to 6 rpm), back-to-back beacon antennas my be used to
realize a beacon data update rate twice that of the host radar.
The back-to-back beacon antennas my be mounted atop the collocated radar
antenna if space permits. If space is restricted, such as in a radome, the
fomard antenna my be chin~ounted on the radar feed support boom with the
reamard antenna mounted at approxilnately the same height on the backside of the
radar antenna.
Some en route interrogators operate jointly for the benefit of both the FAA
and the Mlitary Air Defense Comand. In this situation the antennas and
associated microwave signal paths WY be configured to allow the military
exclusive use of one antenna (the front face) for their Mode 4 surveillance
purposes when requested. Each such military request would generally encompass an
azimuth wedge of from 10 to 30 degrees within a single scan. The enroute Mode S
update rate, would of course, revert to one-half of the normal rate during this
interval.
A block diagram of the configuration of a Mode S sensor and military
interrogator operating jointly is shown in Fig. 3-8.
Azimuth Pattern Characteristics
The choice of azimuth beamwidth is constrained by two conflicting
requirements. A broad beam results in a higher target capacity, i.e. , the sensor
can provide discrete-address surveillance and data-link service to a larger
number of aircraft (see Chapter 5). A narrow beam provides higher azimuth
measurement accuracy. The most generally useful range of 3-dB azimuth beamwidth
for the Mode S sensor appears to be 2.4 to 4 degrees.
Both sum and difference patterns must have low amplitude azimuth
sidelobes to minimize the effects of sidelobe interference on reply detection
aridmonopulse azimuth estimation.
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Elevation Pattern Characteristics
A rapid cutoff of the antenna patterns at the horizon is desirable to
minimize the energy incident on, and reflected by, the ground, and thereby
to:
(a) decrease the mgnitude of lobing; and
(b) reduce the error introduced in the azimuth measurement due to
off-axis mltipath signals.
While the specific requirements on lower edge cutoff are highly site-dependent,
a cutoff rate of approximately 2 dB per degree appears adequate for most typical
site environments.
Above the horizon, the Mode S sensor must provide coverage to elevation
angles of 30 to 40 degrees. Current beacon sensors use antennas having
relatively constant gain with elevation angle (termed sector beams ); used with
sensitivity-time control (STC) , this minimizes the dynamic range requirements
of the receiver. A more tapered pattern (intermediate between the sector beam
and the cosecant-squared pattern frequently used in radar applications) is
preferred for kde S. The tapered pattern has greater gain near the horizon,
providing a higher fade margin for long-range, lovelevation angle targets.
Its lower gain at high elevation angles
is balanced by the reduced range of
aircraft at those elevations.
Each of the above pattern characteristics are typified in Figs. 3-9(a)
and 3-9(b) . Figure 3-9(a) illustrates the measured elevation pattern of a
representative Mode S five-foot open array designed for constant gain with
elevation angle. Figure 3-9(b) illustrates the measured elevation pattern of
a five-foot open array with a more nearly cosecant-squared characteristic as a
function of elevation angle. Both antennas have a sharp lower edge cutoff.
The peak-of-beam gain of the tapered pattern antenna is approximately 3-4 dB
greater than that of the constant gain antenna (not shorn in figures) .
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The multichannel receiver accepts the three W signals from the sum,
difference, and omi (control) patterns of the antenna system, and produces
three outputs for use by the ATCRBS and Mode S reply processors. These outputs
are:
(a) log Z - the log amplitude of the sum pattern signal;
(b) log O - the log amplitude of the omi pattern; and
(c) f(A/z)- a bipolar video signal prOpOrtiOnal tO the ratiO Of the
amplitudes of the difference and sum pattern signals.
The log X signal is the “principal” receiver output, used for the
detection of reply pulaea. Comparison of the amplitude of the log X and log Q
signals indicates whether a pulse detected in the log z output was received
via the minlobe
(log Z >T* + log Q) or via a sidelobe (log X <T* + 10g Q) Of

*A preset threshold.
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the sm patt~n. The digitized value of the f(A/Z) signal from each received
pulse is compared with a prestored antenna/receiver calibration curve to
provide an estimate of the angle of arrival of the signal relative to the
antenna bores ight.
Figure 3-10 is a block diagram of a possible realization of the
multi-channel receiver. The fi~re illustrates the use of the so-called
“’half-angle monopulse processor” to generate a f(A/2) output which is
unambi~ous
(i.e. , single-valued) over the full range of values of A/Z ,
approximately according to the relationship:
f(A/Z) = 2 tan-l (A/E).
The half-angle monopulse processor provides a highly accurate and stable
calibration characteristic over a wide range of input signal amplitudes.
MODE S MPLY

PROCESSING

!
Mode S reply processing operates on the multi-channel receiver outputs to
detect and decode Mode S all-call and roll-call replies, and to generate an
estimate of aircraft range and azimuth from each detected reply. The principal
steps in Mode S reply processing are depicted in Fig. 3-11.
Preamble Detection
Mode S replies are detected on the basis of the four-pulse preamble
waveform preceding the reply data block. The preamble detector provides
accurate time-of-arrival estimation for aircraft ranging and for synchronization
of message bit processing and reply decoding.
In the case of replies to roll-call interrogations, channel management
provides to the preamble detector an estimate of expected reply time and an
uncertainty window. A reply ia accepted only if its preamble is detected
within this window. Since the reply processor cannot start decoding a new
reply when it is still decoding an earlier one, the use of this windOw
minimizes the probability that the reply decoder will miss the desired reply
due to Mode S fruit.
Message Bit Processing

!

I
I

Message bit processing operates on sampled video waveforms to produce a
sequence of demodulated message bits, and a confidence b~.
t (hi.gtl
or 10W) fOr
each demodulated message bit.
Since a message bit is transmitted as a pulse in one of two possible
positions, depending on whether the bit value is a ~ 01 a 1, bit decisi~~ns :ire
based primarily on the relative amplitudes of the signals re(:eikredi.ntl~ese
two pulse positions. The sidelobe flag is used to help resolve ambig~lous
situations in which a signal is received in both pulse posit iorls.
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Fig. 3-1o.

Multi-channel Receiver.
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Bit decisions are indicated as high confidence only when a minbeam
signal appears in one pulse position, and either no si~al or a sidelobe
signal appears in the other.
Message Decoding and Error Correction
Message decoding uses the parity check code to detect errors in the
demodulated message. Since the parity check bits for roll-call replies are
combined with the transponder address, the decoder must know the expected
addresa (supplied by channel management) in order to perform error detection.
Whenever a decoded reply contains errors, error correction is attempted
if the total nmber of low-confidence bits in the reply does not exceed a
preset threshold. The use of this threshold minimizes the possibility of
erroneously ““correcting” a reply that contains a very large number of errors.
Error correction will be successful only if:
(a) all errors are confined within a span of 24 contiguous bits, and
errors
occur
in bits flagged as low confidence.
(b) all
Garbling by a single strong ATCRBS reply, which can result in bit decision
usually
results
in a correctable
error
errors spanning no more than 24 bits,
pattern. Thus, with high probability the Mode S data block will be correctly
decoded unless it is garbled by more than one strong ATCRBS reply.
ATCRBS RRPLY PROCESSING
The ATCRBS processing subsystem has been designed to produce accurate,
reliable target reports at low interrogation rates in order to maximize the
channel time available for the roll-call mode of operation. Monopulse
infor~tion is used both to detemine target azimuth and to assist in the
decoding of overlapped replies. Sidelobe fruit replies are detected and rejected
by comparison of the signal amplitudes received on the sum and omi patterns.
ATCRBS Modes A, C, and 2 replies are processed, and the extracted codes included
in the target report.
ATCRBS reply processing takes place in three successive steps (Fig. 3-12) :
(a)

Reply decoding operates on the three video outputs of the
multichannel receiver to detect ATCRBS replies, and, for each
detected reply, provides an estimte of target range, azimuth, code
and code confidence.

(b)

Reply correlation attempts to combine all replies received
from an aircraft during one interrogator antenna scan into a single
target report containing target range, azimuth, code and code
confidence for each mode (A,C ,2) in which the target responded.

(c)

Report-to-track correlation edits, and corrects as necessary,
target reports by comparing them with a track file generated from
rep~rts received on previous scans. This step aasists in the
elimination of mainbeam fruit, the flagging of false targets, and
the correction of dasing and garbled code pulses.
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The first two steps are described in the reminder of this section. The
final step, report-to-track correlation, is discussed in a later section on
surveillance processing.
Reply Decoding
The mjor

elements of ATCRBS reply decoding are illustrated in Fig. 3-13.

Video Digitization:
provides a digital representation of pulses whose
widths are within an acceptable range. This representation includes leading
edge location, a monopulse sample, and a sidelObe flag. OverlY 10ng Pulses are
assumed to have resulted from an overlapping of pulses from two replies, and
paeudoleading edges are inserted based on the observed trailing edge
position.
A monopulse sample is produced for each pulse of acceptable width, except
for pulses which are overlapped enough to result in garbled monOpulse
samples.
is based on the detection of two pulses in the leading
Bracket Detection:
edge data stream that have the appropriate spacing (= 20.3 PS). Bracket pulse
pairs for which both pulses are flagged as sidelobe pulses are not declared,
and thus sidelobe replies are not decoded.
Garble Sensing and Phantom Elimination: Garble sensing is based on the
time separation of two detected bracket pairs that would result in
overlapping pulse decode regions for the two replies. The incorrect
declaration of a bracket pair made up of pulses from two garbling replies is
termed a “phantom.” Phantoms produced by two garbling replies will be
correctly eliminated if no additional garbling reply occurs for 20.3 us.
Code Extraction: Code extraction is initiated by the declaration of a
bracket pair that defines tbe possible information pulse locations. Information
pulses are associated with a reply (bracket pair) On the basia Of their leading
edge location relative to the bracket pair and their monopulse sample valuea
relative to a monopulse reference. The initial monopulse reference is the
monopulse sample of the first framing pulse, except when that Pulse ‘s in a
possible garble region of an earlier reply or is labelled as sidelobe. If the
first framing pulse is not suitable, the monopulse sample of the second framing
pulse is used as the monopulse reference. If that pulse is alao not suitable,
the reply is rejected.
Each information pulse decision is accompanied by a confidence bit (high/
10” confidence). A pulse is decoded aa high confidence, ‘1‘ , if it falls
within one of the acceptable pulse decoding regions of the reply being decoded
and its monopulse sample correlates with the monopulse reference of that reply
and not with any garbling reply (if any). A pulse position is decoded as high
confidence, ‘O’, if no pulse is detected in its decode region and no pulse
leading edge is detected in the sample position just ahead of this decode
region.
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Nonopulse Estimation: Each pulse which lies within a valid information
pulse position of a detected reply and which correlates with the mOnopulse
reference of that reply is used tO update the reference by averaging the
reference value and the sample value. The monopulse estimate for a decoded
ATCRBS reply is the final value of the monopulse reference for the replY at the
time the F2 pulse has been processed. In order to avoid an errOneOus mOnOPulse
estimate because of a bad reference sample at the start of pulse decoding, an
two
ATCRBS monopulse estimate is not declared unless it includes at least
monopulse samples.
Reply Correlation
The function of reply correlation is to combine all replies received from a
transponder in one scan into a single target report. Each reply received from
reply processing is correlated (compared) in range, azimuth and high-confidence
code pulses with existing target report files. If a reply does not correlate
~itil anY existing target report file, a new file is started with the reply.
Code correlation is done by comparing only high-confidence code positions
of a reply with the high-confidence code positions of the code estimate
contained in the target report file. This code estimate (Piode2, A or C) is
updated by forming a new estimate consisting of the composite of the current
file code estimate and the high confidence code positions of the correlating
reply. Likewise, the composite confidence bit sequence for each reply mode is
updated by adding to the high confidence positions in the target rePOrt file anY
new high confidence positions in the correlating reply.
The
estimate
one side
straddle

azimuth estimte provided in a target report consists of the azimuth
of the reply closest to boresight when replies are received only on
of bores ight, or the average Of the azimuths Of the twO rePlies which
boresight.

SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING
Surveillance processing maintains target files on all ATCRBS, Mode S, and
radar-only aircraft within the sensor ‘a coverage volume. Its principal
funct ions are:
(a)

To predict next-scan position of Mde
scheduling;

S aircraft for interrogation

(b)

To edit and correct ATCRBS target reports based upon data from
previous scans;

(c)

To perform radarlbeacon correlation of target reports from a
collocated radar;

(d)

To filter radar-only target reports based upon data from previous
scans;

(e)

To disseminate composite ATCRBS/radar, Mode S /radar and radar-only
surveillance data to ATC users.

The data flow between the principal elements of surveillance processing
is illustrated in Fig. 3-14.
Mode S Surveillance Processing
Mode S surveillance processing (Fig. 3-15) operates on the set of Mode S
replies received from an aircraft during a scan to produce a target report on
that aircraft and a prediction of its position on the next scan.
A single Mode S report for a given address is selected to represent the
surveillance data for each track. Many replies with the same addreas WY be
present, either because of multiple roll-calls for data-link activity or because
this aircraft is just being acquired and has answered an all-call. The report
selection process includes finding the reply that is near beam center to
maximize azimuthal accuracy, and also finding the reply at shortest range tO
exclude false (reflected) targets.
The Mode S all-call reporte whose address does not match an existing track
are examined in the track initiation process to determine if an address match
can be wde with uncorrelated reports held over from the previous scan. When
a wtch is found, a test for false track due to reflection is rode; if the
test is negative, a newly-initiated track is entered into the surveillance
file. The still-unmatched reports are saved for one scan and are also used in
radar correlation.
The occurence of synchronous garble of Mode S all-call replies is signified
by the receipt of two or more undecidable all-call replies at a consistent
range during a beam dwell. When this condition is detected, an acquisition
track is initiated at the range and azimuth of the detected reply. Channel
management will then schedule stochastic Mode S-only all-call interrogations for
this track when it appears on the active target list. If a successful reply
is received, the aircraft will then be discretely interrogated and 10cked Out
to remove it from the garbling set. Acquisition tracks are only retained for
one scan since continued garbling will result in generation of a fresh
acquisition track each scan.
Finally, all Mode S reports that ~tch with tracks, and radar rePOrts that
correlate with coasted tracks, (i.e., tracks that were nOt matched ‘0 a ‘ode s
report this scan), are used tO update and PrOject ‘he ‘ode s ‘rack ahead ‘*e
scan. This new projection is used by channel management to determine when to
schedule the next roll-call interrogation to the aircraft.
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ATCRBS surveillance processing (Fig. 3-16) edits, and corrects as
necessary, ATCRBS target reports by comparing reports received on the current
scan with target tracks derived from reports received on previous scans. Editing
includes eliminating residual fruit replies which may have been passed by the
ATCRBS reply correlator, and flagging reports suspected of being due to
men target reports correlate with an existing
reflections, i.e. , false targets.
track, missing or low-confidence code bits may be corrected by insertion of the
corresponding bits from the track file.
The lack of a unique identity code as part of each ATCRBS reply (as opposed
to ?Iode S replies) makes necessary a report-to-track correlation function as
the first step in ATCRBS surveillance processing. Report-to-track correlation is
based upon the several attributes of the report. A report is said to be
associated with a track if it falls within a specified range, azimuth, altitude
association interval. Then, if only one AT(;RBS report associates with a single
track, that report/track pair is declared correlated. For those cases where more
than one report associates with a track, or more than one track associates with
a report, or.both, report and track correlations are based upon the following
factors:

I

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

code match
number of replies in the report
altitude match
track maturity
distance parameter.

During
track
update,
a special
code
situation
is
sensed. If the Mode A
code of the report does not match the code of the track, it is assumed that a
code change has been made in the aircraft and a transition situation is noted.
After three scans of consistent new code, the track file code is updated.

ATCRBS fruit are discarded by rejection of all reports that do not
correlate with a track and which are comprised of a single Mode A reply, a
single }Iode C reply, or two replies - one Mode A and one :“lodeC.
The test for determining whether a report is false (i.e., due to a
azimuth with a stored
reflection) is initiated by comparing the ATCRBS report
table of reflections zones. If the report is in one of the reflection zones,
then an image location is calculated and compared against known tracks. If a
known track with matching altitude and Mode A code could have caused the report,
the report and any track started from it will be tagged as potentially false.
Each scan thereafter, the false track is examined to see if it continues to
satisfy the “false track” criteria.
.

I
1

I
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bdar/Beacon

Correlation

The last step in beacon surveillance processing prior to data dissemination
is the comparison of radar reports from a collocated radar with the result of
Mode S and ATCRBS report processing.
A radar report correlates with a beacon report or track if it satisfies
certain distance criteria. When a radar report and a beacon report correlate,
the beacon report is said to be radar reinforced. When a radar report correlates
with a beacon track for which no beacon report was received during the current
scan, the track is updated using the radar report, and a radar substitution
report is disseminated.
Radar Surveillance Processing

,

bdar surveillance processing (Fig. 3-17 ) compares current scan radar
reports with those received on previous scans in order to filter out reports
representing false alarms from clutter, birds, autOmObiles, Or Other sYstem
effects. Only radar reports not correlating with beacon reports or tracks
enter into this process, thus preventing two tracks from being created for one
aircraft. Only radar reports correlating with existing radar tracks are
Output, thereby preventing a high false alarm rate frOm affecting
surveillance link throughput.
Since radar reports have neither an identity code nor an altitude, both
the report-to-track correlation and track initiation procedures are more
subject to error than with ATCRBS reports. The process of association is
essentially one of range and azimuth testing, although the presence of doppler
velocity in an llTD radar systen provides another, although weak, association
attribute.
To overcome the higher false alarm rate and lack of correlation criteria,
radar tracking is more cautious than the ATCRBS version. In particular:
(a) more reports are required to initiate a track,
(b) reports are flagged in certain site-dependent areas
known to contain roads or severe clutter,
(c) more smoothing is employed in the prediction equations.
Surveillance Data Output
At the completion of surveillance processing there are several classes of
reports to be disseminated. These are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

beacon, radar reinforced;
beacon, not radar reinforced;
radar correlated with coasted beacon tracks; and
correlated radar.
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I<eports are selected for dissemination to connected ATC facilities through
the use of a site adapt ible dissemination map. This dissemination map defines
the areas of interest for each ATC facility in terms of a minimum and maximum
range and altitude for each 11 1/4” azi!nuth sector.
DATA LINK PROCESSING
Data
link processing regulates the flow of messagea on the air-ground link.
This is accomplished through the maintenance of a file, called the active
message list, which contains a record of all of the pending communications
activities. Entries in this file are organized by Mode S address and are used by
channel management to determine the nutnber and type of interrogations and
replies to schedule for an aircraft when it is available in the antenna
main-beam.

AS shown in Fig. 3-18, the two major subfunctions of data link processing
operate to update the active message list. Input processing handles messages
received from ground users of l(ode S and in general is involved with additions
of ground-to-air messages to the active message list. Output processing examines
the transact ion record prepared by channel management. The transaction record
together with reply message contents indicate which cemunication activities are
colnplete and which, if any, transponders are requesting an air-to-ground message
transfer.
Input Processing (Fig. 3-19)
Communication messages (Ref. 6) are received from the ATC interface. In
order to be considered for delivery during the current scan, a message must be
ahead of the azimuth at
received by the sensor at least two sectors (22 1/2°)
which the addressed aircraft will enter the antenna beam. A test is made to
determine the status of the addressed lfode S aircraft in the local surveillance
file. If the 140de S aircraft is not contained in the file, an imediate message
reject notice is generated and sent to the message originator. If the bfode S
aircraft is in the file but in a fade condition, requests for uplink delivery
will be accepted but the sender will be issued a message delay notice. The
message type is detected and the active message list is updated. This updating
takes place according to an implicit and a user defined priority. The implicit
structure of data link processing and channel management places downlink
extended length messa2es at a lower priority than the shorter, standard neasages
or uplink ELM’s. Further priority assignment can be made at user option. If a
message is flagged as priority, then it enters the active message list ‘Or the
addressed aircraft ahead of any pending low priority messages of the same
category.
Output Processing (Fig. 3-20)
Mode S replies from the current scan are checked for an indication of
successful {Iplinkmessage delivery and for requests for new air-to-ground
message transfers. Downlink messages included in the replies are detected,
flagged as complete, and routed tO intended recipients as indicated by
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information stored in the active message list (for ground-initiated messages),
or to all appropriate ground facilities (for pilot-initiated messages). In the
latter case, the dissemination rules depend on the character of the donlink
message (as defined in a message definition subfield) and on aircraft position.
The final task involves updating the list to reflect additions and completions
this scan, and the generation of delivery notices.
NETWO~

MANAGE~NT

Network mnagement provides for continuity of surveillance and data link
services in situations where adjacent sensors have overlapping converage. When
netted, Mode S sensors exchange surveillance data to hand off targets between
sensors and to maintain surveillance continuity and rapid target reacquisition
in the event of a temporary link interruption. This mltisensor
coordination is
directed by the network ~nagement functiOn, Operating under the cOntrOl Of the
sensor coverage up.
An overall block diagram of the network mnagement function is presented in
Fig. 3-21. tice each scan, each Mode S track is processed by coverage
coordination to determine if a boundary crossing has occurred. For non-netted
will cause the coverage coordination function to mnage
sensors, this event
Mode S lockout status in order to permit acquisition via all-call
interrogations.
In the case of netted sensors, a check is mde for a boundary
crossing or a track state change. Either of these events will cause control
message handling to initiate a sequence of messages. The former results in a
flow of track data to the sensor whose boundary was crossed; the latter results
in a request, or cancellation of a previous request, for surveillance data to
fill in during a link interruption. Control message handling alao processes
network control messages from adjacent sensors and ATC facilities and retrieves
or stores data in the surveillance file as required.
The Coverage

Wp

The extent and type of coverage to be provided by each sensor is
controlled by a data file knom as tbe sensor coverage WP. In general, two
major boundaries are defined by this WP;
(a) the wximum range at which the aenaor la to provide
surveillance coverage, and
(b) the area where the sensor is assigned primary responsibility
(for uncontrolled aircraft only).
For each
The coverage mp is implemented in a P - 0 grid as she- in Fig. 3-22.
element. of the grid, termed a cell, a sensor priority list iS specified, with
a lower altitude cutoff defined for each sensor. The position of a sensor in
the list specifies its surveillance function in that cell; primary, aecOndary,
or backup. Sensor coverage boundaries are thus defined by a change in sensor
ordering between adjacent cells. For controlled aircraft, a message from an
ATC facility assigning primry or secondary status has the effect of
overriding the mp designation.
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CUTOFF

SENSOR

Grid Structure

In the event of a sensor failure, that sensor is flagged as inactive,
effectively deleting it from the sensor priority list. In this way the primary
to
and secondary coverage areas of active sensors are automatically enlarged
take over (to the extent possible) the area formerly serviced by the failed
sensor.
In the event of failure of sensor-to-sensor communications for a netted
sensor, the sensor affected is temporarily treated as non-connected. That is,
aircraft are unlocked to Mode S all-call interrogations at the surveillance
normal all-call
boundaries of this sensor in order to pemit acquisition by its
interrogations.
~

Figure 3-23 illustrates the elements of the coverage coordination
subfunction. The current position of the track is used to determine the present
cell index. If the cell index has not changed since the last scan, and no
failure/recovery of an adjacent sensor has occurred, no further action on
coverage assignment is done. Otherwise, the sensor priority list for this cell
map, deleting those sensors that the performance
is retrieved from the coverage
monitoring function has declared to be in a failed state. The resulting sensor
assignment is compared to the previous assignment (stored as part of the track
record) to detect the occurrence of a boundary crossing. If one is detected,
the action depends upon whether or not the sensor is netted to adjacent
sensors.
Netted Configuration
In configurations where the local and adjacent sensors are connected by
ground communications, an indication is passed to control message handling to
initiate the appropriate sequence of nlessages.
is then compared to the previous state to detect
The present track state
the beginning or end of a link interruption. Again, an indication is passed to
control message handling to begin or terminate the flow of adjacent sensor data.
An additional check is made to determine if the track was just initiated as a
result of the local sensor’s all-call interrogations. If so, surveillance data
on this track is disseminated to the other assigned sensor(s) in the cell by
control message handling, using the same Tnessage sequence as for a surveillance
boundary crossing.
Where the new cell data indicate a primary/secondary status different fro[n
the one in effect for an uncontrolled aircraft, a primary coordination message
exchange is initiated. A typical primary coordination exchange involves a local
sensor initating a request for primary assignment to an adjacent sensor when an
aircraft first enters the local sensor’s primary coverage area. If the adjacent
sensor has not as yet acquired the track then it will respond with a “primary
approved”’ message.
If the adjacent sensor has the aircraft in track and
assigned primary (due to the overlapping primary assignment needed for
continuous primary coverage) then it will send a “primary disapproved” message.
The coordination is completed when the adjacent sensor’s map no longer indicates
primary status for this aircraft. The adjacent sensor sends a request for
secondary assignment to the local sensor and assigns itself secondary when an
“accept primary” response is received.
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Certain events cause a sequence of messages to,be exchanged between Mode S
sensors. ~ese events, and the resulting messages, are listed in Table 3-1.
Messages on ATCRBS targets are limited to an exchange of track data on
request for mode-C equipped aircraft. The sequence of ATCRBS control messages
used to establish this exchange is similar to that shown in Table 3-1 for the
Mode S track state change event..
Non-netted Configuration
In configurations in which an adjacent assigned sensor is not connected to
the local sensor (either permanently or temporarily because of communications
failure), it is necessary to provide another means of surveillance handoff. This
can be accomplished by using site-addressed all-call interrogations or,
alternatively, by intermittently unlocking each Mode S aircraft to all-call
interrogations for a few scans. The parameters for a cycle of unlock and lock
periods for the latter approach are chosen so as to minimize possible
interference while providing adequate opportunities for acquisition.
Communication coordination ~or either configuration is handled by the
transponder multisite communications features.

TABLE 3-1
CONTROL MESSAGE MNDLING
Event

Message Sequence

To/Fro[n

Surveillance Randoff

Send Data Start to
Send Track Data to
Receive Cancel Request fro[z
Send Data Stop to

The New Active
Sensor in the Cell

Track State Change

Send Data Request to
Send Data Start from
Receive Track Data from
Send Cancel Request to
Receive Data Stop from

The Other Active
Sensor(s) in the
Cell

All-Call Acquisition

Send Data Start to
Send Track Data to
Receive Cancel Request from
Send Data Stop to

The Other Active
Sensor(s) in the
Cell

Primary/Secondary
Coordination (for
uncontrolled aircraft )

Send Request for Primary/
Secondary Assignment to
Receive Primry Approved/
Disapproved/Accepted from

The Other Active
Sensor(s) in the
Cell
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING
The ability of the sensor to perform its surveillance and communication
tasks is continuously checked by the performance monitoring function
(Fig. 3-24) . Three categories of checks are performed:
(a) Overall checks for proper surveillance and data-link operation.
(b) Internal checks on the status of the sensor hardware and software.
(c) External checks on the status of adjacent sensors (when netted) and
their ability to provide the local sensor with correct surveillance
data.
The results of these checks are evaluated once per scan to determine the
status of the seneor. Possible status conditions are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Normal operation (condition green) - no abnorml indications.
Wrginal operation (condition yellow) - operational but
becoming marginal.
Failed state (condition red) - sensor operation ceases.

Declared sensor status is reported once per scan to the ATC interface along
with condition codes that define the reason(s) for the yellow or red
condition. A simplified version of this message indicating only the declared
condition is sent to all netted adjacent sensors.
The sensor perforwnce monitoring function interfaces with the FAA’s
remote maintenance monitoring subsystem (RMNS). The MS
also receives the
sensor status message and, in addition, has the capability of remotely
controlling sensor functions such as initial loading and start up, parameter
modification and the switching of redundant elements.
Calibration Performance Monitoring Equipment (CP~)
The CPM is a transponder-like device, several of which are deployed in
close proximity to each sensor, as shorn in Fig. 3-25.
CPMS’s serve as the basis for the overall operational surveillance checks
by providing replies from “aircraft” with kno- identification and position
(range, azimuth, altitude) . Overall operational comunicat ion checks are
performed by loop tests with the CP~. In these tests an uplink test message
delivered to the CPME causes it to initiate a domlink message with the same
text as contained in the uplink message.

.

The ability to obtain surveillance data from an adjacent netted sensor is
also checked using the CP~. In this case, the local sensor requests data on
the CPME of an adjacent sensor. Data received in response to the request are
checked against the stored data to verify correct delivery.
NESSAGE ROUTING MANAGEMENT
Message handling between sensor functions and the external interfaces is
performed by the sensor message routing mnagement function. The principal flow
of messages is from the external interface to the local network wnagement,
performance monitoring and data link processing functions. Additional tasks are
performed on outgoing messages, particularly to support requirements of data
link users not connected to ATC facilities.
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CHAPTER 4
THE MODE S TRANSPONDER
The Wde S transponder receives and decodes ATCRBS and Mode S
interrogations, recognizing which Mode S interrogations are addressed to it*.
Based upon the type of interrogation, and the cOntents Of the cOntrOl field ‘n
the Mode S interrogation, the transponder formats and transmits the appropriate
ATCRBS or Mode S reply. As in the case of an ATCRBS transponder, inputs from an
encoding altimeter are required for altitude reporting.
For data link transactions, both standard and ELM, the transponder acts
aa a modem. Uplink messages, once verified**, are passed on to external
display devices. Downlink messages are accepted from external message input
devices, encoded by the addition of parity check bits, and transmitted. The
transponder does not interpret or modify in any way tbe contents of such
messages.
By keeping most data link functions external to the transponder, the
complexity and cost of the basic transponder can be kept at the minimum
required for its surveillance functions. The additional costs associated with
the data link functions are incurred only by users desiring those services.
Node S transponders may be equipped with a standard message interface,
providing outputs to standard message input/output devices. Only transponders
used in installations with data link devices will have the additional logic and
control functions required for accepting and transmitting extended-length
messages.
The Pilot Interface - Controls and Indicators
Figure 4-1 depicts the controls and indicators of a node S transponder aS
they might be arranged on the front panel of a general aviation transponder.
(The same functions would be provided for an air carrier transponder, but as
Dart of a remotely~ounted control head. ) All normal ATCRBS controls and
indicators are retained, including:
4096 code selector
Ident button
ATCRBS reply indicator
Power switch

*Each
Mode S transponder must be able to recognize
the
discrete
address set into
it, and the address used in Mode S-only all-call interrogations and one-way,
broadcast transmissions.
**Recognition

of

interrogation

were

its

address

correctly

is

implicit

verification

decoded.
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In the “ON” position of the power switch, altitude reports are included
in Mode C and Mode S replies. A “NO ALT” position is included to inhibit
altitude reporting in the event of an altitude encoder failure.
An additional function included for t40de S is the Plode S indicator that is
illuminated whenever tbe transponder has been discretely interrogated within a
fixed time (nominally 16 seconds, corresponding to the period of a few scans
of an interrogator antenna), thus indicating that the t~ansponder is currently
on the roll-call of a 140de S interrogator.
Each time the pilot changes the transponder’s 4096 code an alert code is
automatically set in the next Mode S reply. The interrogator then reads out the
squawk number which possibly could report an emergency condition. This scheme
allows the 4096 code to be used for limited air-to-ground communication. The
alert code is transmitted to the ground for 16 seconds unless the 4096 code set
by
,. the ~ilot indicates an emergency in which case the alert Dersists until the
emergency code is removed by the pilot.
Performance Characteristics
a !Iode S transponder are similar to
for the same class of service. In
(receiving and replying to ATCKBS
conforms to all requirements of the
output and sensitivity requirements

The performance characteristics of
those of an ATCRBS transponder designed
fact, when operating in the ATCRBS mode
interrogations), the Mode S transponder
relevant ATCRBS transponder TSO. Power
for Iiode S transponders are as follows:

General Aviation
below 15000 ft
Minimum Power Output
Maximum Power Output
Sensitivity

18.5

2J
-J4

~3

dBW
dBW
dBD

Air Carrier
21
27
-J4

*3

dBW
dBW
dB[n

The values for sensitivity and power are neasured at the antenna end of
the cable between the transponder and antenna.
Two important performance characteristics peculiar to the !Iode S
transponder are:
(a) The Mode S reply delay (the time between the svnc Dhase
reversal in the Mode S interrogation and the b~ginning of
the reply) is 128 us. This provides sufficient time for
the transfer of the message contents of the interrogation
to a@.external display device before beginning transmission
of the reply.
(b) In order to enhance ?fode S link reliability in the presence
of interference from ATCRBS interrogators, the Mode S
transponder is required to recover its sensitivity rapidly
following the receipt of an ATCRBS interrogation to which
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it does not reply, and to decode Mode S interrogations in the
presence of interfering pulses whose amplitudes are at least
6 dB below that of the Mode S interrogation.
Block Diagram
The principal elements of the Mode S transponder, and their
interconnection, are depicted in Fig. 4-2. Many elements are similar or
of an ATCRBS transponder. In
identical to the corresponding elements
particular, the RF units, comprising the receiver, transmitter, and modulator,
are essentially identical to the corresponding ATCRBS units.
Diversity
All aircraft types exhibit nulls in certain directions in their transponder
antenna patterns due to airframe shielding. While these nulls are generally
confined to angles above the horizon, and thus do not seriously affect the
ground-to-air link when the aircraft is in straight and level flight, they can
cause degradation of the link when the aircraft is in other flight attitudes.
These nulls can cauae failure of the air-to-air link for the Traffic tiert and
Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
In order to maintain adequate TCAS link reliability all large aircraft will
be equipped with a diversity transponder. ~o antennaa located so that at least
one is visible from any direction, are connected to the transponder. Probably
the simplest form of the diversity transponder is one that employs two
receivers, selection logic, and a switch to connect the transmitter to either
antenna
(Fig. 4-3) . The selection logic examines the interrogation as received
on each antenna, selects the stronger signal and switches the transmission to
the corresponding antenna for the reply.
Data Link Interfaces
Mode S transponders used for data link transactions my
interfaces.

have two types of

Standard-Length Message interface: A transponder with this interface is
capable of transferring data in both directions using the Corn-A and the Corn-B
format a. Hence, the interface mat also be capable of supporting all of the
requirements of the Corn-B air-to-ground message protocol. One feature of this
protocol is that it requires the transponder to reply to an interrogation with
data that is designated or selected by the contents of that interrogation.
This requirement can be met in either of two ways:
a.

The transponder can be designed to buffer the content of the airto-ground data link messages internally, or

b.

The transponder can be equipped with a data interface that transfers the contents of an interrogation out of the transponder before
the reply ia generated so that these contents to be used by an external device to select the appropriate data for inclusion in the
reply.
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The second type of interface is designated aS a “real time” interface.
It has the advantage that the necessary control logic and data buffers need
not be included in the transponder. A further advantage is that multiple data
peripherals can be accommodated without modifying the transponder in anY ‘aY.
A practical realization of a real time interface has been employed in
experimental Mode S transponders. Known as the “standard message interface”, it
consists of a unidirectional clock line and a bidirectional data line (similar
to the two-way serial bus used in conventional computer interfaces ). The data
rate in either direction is 1 llbps. The data line is a differential, 3-state
party-line operation. AnY One Of the devices
line, ~llo”ing bidirectional
attached to the data line (including the transponder) may drive the line at
the appropriate time. The clock line, which is a two-state line since it is
driven only by the transponder, allOWS I/o devices tO time their OPeratiOns sO
that they extract data from the data line at the proper time and so that they
may merge data into the reply data stream at the appropriate time.
Figure 4-4 is a timing diagram for the standard [Ilessageinterface. After
the uplink transmission has been verified, the entire uplink message blOck~
including all control fields but excluding the parity field, is transferred
out over the interface. This allows flexibility for expansion to additional
display and readout functions. Data to be transferred into the interface are
synchronized so that they can be merged into the dOwnlink transmission withOut
buffering.
A take-over feature is provided such that an attached device can sense
the format and content of an interrogation fOr which the transponder ~Y nOt
have the necessary reply capability because this new format may not have
If the attached device
existed at the time of transponder construction.
generates a take-o”er pulse, the transponder lets the attached device generate
the complete downlink format for the reply.
Extended-Length Message Interface: A transponder equipped for extended
length message operation is capable of receiving, verifying, stOring and
acknowledging an uplink ELM transmission and alsO ~Y be capable Of assembling
and transmitting an EMi downlink message. The content of an EN message enters
and leaves the transponder via an interface tailored to the data handling system
of the aircraft.
Flight Identification Data
All aircraft employ a flight identification cOde fOr air traffic cOntrOl
purposes. Some aircraft (usually general aviation) employ the aircraft
registration number that is painted on the aircraft. Other aircraft
(principally those used for air carrier and military flights ) employ variable
flight identification codes based on the comercial flight number or the
military call sign.
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Mode S transponders
with Corn-B capability have prOvisiOn for autOmatic
reporting of this flight identification data. General aviation aircraft will
permanently report the registration number. Other aircraft will emplOY a pilOt
input devic%to allow manual selection of the identification code for each
flight. Codes consisting of up to several alphanumeric characters (42 bits)
can be used. It is not anticipated that these codes will be related to the
discrete Mode S address code assigned to the transponder.
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CRAPTER 5

To adequately support an increasingly automated air traffic control system,
Mode S must provide reliable and accurate surveillance and data link
three
comunfcation for large numbers of aircraft. This chapter su~rizes
particularly important aspects of Mode S performance: link reliability in the
presence of interference and fading, the azimuth measurement accuracy achievable
with off-boresight monopulse, and the target capacity of a sensor using
roll-call interrogation.
LINK MLIABILITY
The term link reliability is used to denote the probability of a successful
link transaction such as a surveillance update or delivery of a data link
message. Limitations on link reliability are primarily due to interference and
fading. This section summarizes these effects, illustrating the link
reliability achievable under various typical conditions.
Link Power Budget
Table 5-1 gives node S link power budgets for an aircraft at 50 nmi range
and 0.5° elevation angle, and using a typical antenna for a teminal
interrogator. Two uplink power modes are shown. Ilost interrogations are
transmitted at low power to minimize uplink interference. In the high power
mode the uplink and downlink have essentially equal fade allowances, and this
equality continues to hold at all other ranges and elevation angles.
Interrogator Antenna Lobing
The character and magnitude of ground-reflection-induced vertical lobing
for interrogator antennas having different rates of lower-edge cutoff are
illustrated in Fig. 5-1. The figure corapares the performance of (1) the antenna
used with the Mode S Experimental Facility (lfODSEF)at Lincoln kboratory,
(2) an ASR-7 antenna and (3) the conventional “hogtrough” antenna used at
enroute radar sites. Vertical lobing depends on, among other things, the extent
of flat ground in the vicinity of the antenna; the case represented in Fig. 5-1
is moderately severe in this respect, although not unusual. Oscillatory
behavior of the pattern is evident, with the worst fades occurring at about 1°
in elevation. Moderate changes in antenna height will shift the frequency of
this oscillation within approximately the same envelope. The smaller null-depth
sharp
lower-edge cutoff is evident
of an antenna having a vertical pattern with
(Refs. 6 and 10).
Aircraft Antenna Fading
Aircraft antenna fading is illustrated in Fig. 5-2, based on scale model
measure[nents (Refs. 7, 12, 13, 14, 15). Each curve shows the probability of
fade greater than a given magnitude for a particular type aircraft in a
particular phase of flight (level or turning). The data in this figure are
shown in separate plots according to whether or not the aircraft are equipped
with antenna diversity and whether or not they are in straight or turning
flight .
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~1

It is evident that there are substantial differences among various aircratc
types, and for the system to be tolerant to those aircraft-to-aircraft
differences and still provide useful levels of link reliability, it is
necessary to have at least 10 dB power mrgin just fOr aircraft antenna
fading.
r
Interference Effects
Interference effects on link reliability are illustrated in Fig. 5-3.
This figure shows miss probability for a single interrogation/reply versus
received signal power level with ad without interfere~ce. A heavy ATCRBS
interference environment is assumed ,representat ive of the interrogator and
traffic densities predicted for the Northeast .Corridor in the mid-19801s time
period.

I

the round-trip .:missprobability due tO
At nominal recei”ed power levels.,
interference ..is.
only a few percent. However, link fades, when. they Occ~”r, cause
power .to drop and miss probability to rise substantially. For example, when
triggering level’”, roundtrip ~~~
rec2ived power drops to a few.dB above..
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effect. The residual.miss probability””of a maximm of five tries is shown in
Fig. 5-3. Themiss probability with .iriterference.
is now approximately the
same as without, i.e. , with noise alone. With adaptive reinterrOgatiOn,
therefore, link reliability is determined by fade statistics rather than
interference statistics; to a good approximation, the link reliability is the
probability that fading is no worse than the link margin (Refs. 8 and 9).
F“rther”ore, since reinterrogation, if any, are transmitted in the high-pOwer
mode, it follows that link reliability is determined almost entirely by the
link budget in the high-power mode.
Net Link Reliability
Combining fade statistics with the available link margin leads to an
estimate of link reliability in various cases. In the example considered above
(Table 5-l), at 50 nmi and 0.5 deg. elevation, the nominal margin is 15 dB,
which must be sufficient to offset adverse deviations due to vertical lobing,
aircraft antenna fading, transponder sensitivity deviations, etc. Allowing 7 dB
for vertical lobing and transponder parameters, the remaining 8 dB when applied
to the “typical” aircraft characteristic (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 5-2)
results” in a link reliability of about 99% for straight flight, non-diversity.
Sil~ilar calculations have been carried out for numerous values of range and
altitude, leading to the results shown in Fig. 5-4. These calculations are
more elaborate than the simple calculations given above: the model includes
a population of transponder powers and sensitivities (over the tolerance
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ranges given in the Mode S National Standard), statistical representation of
vertical lobing, and a mix of turning and straight flying aircraft. The
two-scan link reliability plotted was adopted because it is a more useful
figure of merit for characterization of a Mode S sensor due to the following:
(1) in turning situations the geometry is continually changing with time, the
result being that it is somewhat.unlikely for a miss to occur for two scans in
succession; (2) in most contexts, the adverse consequences of a single missed
scan are not severe relative to the consequences of two missed scans in
succession.
Results are given in Fig. 5-4 separately for diversity equipped aircraft
and non-diversity aircraft. Note that performance degrades at longer ranges,
but a useful level of performance is maintained out to about 100 nmi even for
the terminal aenaor. In the case of an enroute sensor, antenna gain is
typically 4 dB more than the example considered here, and thus comparable levels
of link reliability are provided out to ranges greater by a factor of about 1.6.
In sumary, reliable link operation is possible in a severe interference
environment, the level of reliability being set primarily by fade statistics.
MONOPULSE PERFORMANCE
As described in Chapter 3, the monopulse receiver-processor makes an
estimate of the off-boresight angle for each received pulse of the ATCRBS or
Mode S reply, and then combines the individual measurements to provide a single
estimate for the whole reply.
The four major sources of error in the monopulse estimate are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

receiver noise,
processor inaccuracy,
variation with elevation angle, and
multipath and interference.

Receiver Noise
The effect of receiver noise on rms azimuth error is illustrated in
Fig. 5-5 for an interrogator antenna having a A/Z beamwidth of 4°, i.e. , A/Z
= 1 at * 2° off-bores ight. For pulse signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as low as 20
dB, a few dB above the operating threshold of the interrogator receiver, the
rms azimuth error on each pulse is less than 0.2”. Averaging over N pulses in
a Mode S reply, or in one or more ATCRBS replies from the same target, will
reduce the noise-induced rms error of the overall measurement by {N. Note that
the azimuth error for a given signal-to-noise ratio increases relatively
slowly with off-bore sight angle out to AIL = 1, more rapidly for larger offbores ight angles.
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Processor Inaccuracy
The monopulse receiver-processor must operate over approximately a 60-dB
input signal range and must accommodate a i3 ~z variation in the center
frequency of replies. While the processor can be precisely calibrated, and this
calibration ~intained by closed-100p techniques, fOr any One OPerating POint
(signal and frequency) , some variation in off-boresight eetimate will occur as
the parameters of the received signals deviate from this calibration point. As
in the case of receiver noise, the errors due to those effects increase with
off-boresight angle, gradually out to A/Z = 1, and more rapidly thereafter.
With careful design, practical monopulse processors can be realized which
exhibit processor-induced errors substantially less than 1/40 beamwidth (O.1°
for a 4° beamwidth) averaged over the range of expected received signal
amplitude and frequency.
Variation with Elevation hgle
The monopulae receiver-processor measures A[Z and translates this into an
estimate of the off-boresight angle according to a prestored calibration curve
for the antenna. The calibration curve is strictly valid only at the elevation
angle at which it was meaaured, typically one or two degrees above the horizon.
For targets at relatively high elevation angles (154 and abOve), a change in the
slope of AIL versus off-boresight angle can cause significant errors in the
off-boresight angle measurement for targets near the beam edge. However, since
such high elevation angles can occur only for relatively short-range targets,
Thus, it is not necessary to
the resulting croes-range error is smll.
compensate measurements on such targets for the measurement error resulting from
their high elevation angle.
Multipath and Interference
Interfering signals overlaying the pulses in the desired reply can cause
significant error in the monopulse estimate even if their amplitude ia
substantially less than that of the reply. Such interference my arise from
replies, generated by Other tranapOnders ~ which are ‘eceived ‘n ‘he ‘inlObe 0=
sidelobea of the interrogator antenna, or from the desired signal arriving by
one or more alternate paths.
The most important mltipath effect is reflection from the terrain between
the interrogator and transponder. If this terrain is essentially flat, it will
not effect the apparent angle-of-arrival of the signal but can affect its
amplitude. A reduction in received amplitude due to an apparent null can lead
to an increased error in the monopulse estimate due to other causes, for
example, receiver noise.
If the terrain causing the reflection is tilted, the composite eignal
arriving at the interrogator antenna will appear to come from a different
direction than the actual target azimuth. In this caae, the azimuth estimate
will depend on the relative amplitude and phaee of the mltipath signal, as
ahon in Fig. 5-6 for the case of a target on-boresight and the reflector
(interference) a half beawidth off-bores ight. FOr a given amplitude Of
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interference, the error is largest when the reflected (interference) signal is
out-of-phase with the direct signal. For this worst case of out-of-pha=e
interference, the error as a function of the relative azimuth of the
interference is shown in Fig. 5-7 for an interferenceftarget amplitude ratio of
0.5. Errors from multipath are minimized by narrowing the azimuth beamwidth of
the interrogator antenna and sharpening the lower edge of the antenna beam,
thereby minimizing the amplitude of the signals received from the terrain
reflections.
The magnitude and frequency of occurrence of reflection-induced errors
are highly site-dependent. Particularly troublesome sites may require
resiting of the antenna andlor special antenna configurations to provide
adeauate
~erformance.
(Note that the mgnitude of reflection-induced errors
.
.
using monopulse direction finding is comparable to those of the sliding-window
detectorlestimator used in current ATCRBS interrogators, Ref. 11).
Overlapping signals from other transponders (fruit) produce single-pulse
azimuth errors similar to those caused by multipath. Large interfering signals
will cause correspondingly large errors in the azimuth estimate. However,
unlike multipath interference, fruit interference will be incoherent from
pulse-to-pulse, and in general will not affect all pulses of a reply. The main
protection against such interference is to sense ita presence (the confidence
flag) and eliminate that particular measurement from the computation of tbe
azimuth estimate for the reply. The relatively small errors caused by weak
interference can be treated as additional receiver noise, and averaged out over
a s,equence of received pulses.
CAPACITY
The capacity of a Mode ‘S sensor is most generally defined as the number of
aircraft to which a sensor can provide discrete-addresa surveillance and
data link service. With this broad definition, capacity depends not only on
the sensor operating characteristics, but also on the number of interrogations
needed for each aircraft and the azimuth distribution, or bunching, of
aircraft around the sensor.
A simpler definition of capacity, and one providing a mOre @asilY
interpreted point of reference, is the number of transactions (interrogation/
reply pairs ) a sensor can make per degree of azimuth. Using this definition,
analysis and simulation of the Mode S interrogation scheduling algorithm have
led to the following expression for capacity in terms of the sensor operating
parameters:
Na
n = 18.5 [T - 360 ~-(2 R/c + ta)l
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where:
n
R
T
O
Na
ta
c

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

number of transactions per degree
operating range
interrogator antenna scan period
interrogator antenna beamwidth
~“mber of ATCRBS interrogations per beamwidth
ATCRBS listening period
~Peed of light

Figure 5-8 presents plots of capacity vs. interrogator antenna beamwidth for
various values of operating range. Typical values are used for scan time
(4 seconds) and ATCRBS interrogations per beamwidth (four). Except on the
longest (200 nmi) range, the ATCRBS listening interval was set at 2 ms to allow
time for ATCRBS replies from distant targets (outside the operating range) to
ring out before the beginning of the roll-call periods.
The very large capacity of tbe Mode S sensor is evident from these curves.
For anticipated interrogator antenna beamwidths (2.4° - 4°) and Operating
range, the channel can accommodate more than 40 calls per degree, a number
fully sufficient to accommodate expected sensor loading, including effects of
azimuth bunching and multiple interrogations to each aircraft.
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